
Abstract. Background/Aim: To develop an instrument that
could estimate the 1-year survival probabilities of patients
irradiated for recurrent carcinoma of the bladder. Patients
and Methods: Thirty patients irradiated for locally recurrent
bladder carcinoma were included. Six pre-treatment factors
[age, gender, Karnofsky score (KPS), pack years, grading
and time between cancer diagnosis and radiotherapy] were
evaluated for survival. Of those factors showing a trend or
significance on multivariate analysis, 1-year survival rates
were added. Results: On multivariate analysis, KPS was
significant (hazard ratio(HR)=3.76, p=0.008), age showed
a trend (HR=2.04, p=0.13). Patient scores were five, nine,
ten or fourteen points with 1-year survival rates of 13%,
25%, 57% and 82% (p=0.003). Three groups were designed,
A (5-9 points), B (10 points) and C (14 points) with 1-year
survival rates of 17%, 57% and 82% (p=0.001). Conclusion:
This score, including three groups with different 1-year
survival probabilities, can aid physicians treating patients
with recurrent bladder carcinoma. 

Carcinomas of the urinary bladder are uncommon compared
to many other tumor entities (1). Up to more than 50% of
patients develop a local recurrence following primary
treatment of bladder carcinoma (1-3). In this situation, many
patients receive trans-urethral resection of the recurrent
tumor followed by local radiotherapy or chemo-radiation
rather than radical cystectomy in order to preserve the
urinary bladder (2). Generally, patients treated for recurrent
malignant disease have a worse prognosis than those

receiving primary treatment. The prognoses of patients with
a recurrent carcinoma of the bladder may be improved with
modern systemic treatments and radiation techniques (4-7). 

Another approach that has gained importance in anti-
cancer treatment during recent years includes the
personalization of the treatment (8-10). This approach aims
to provide optimal treatment for single patients by
considering their individual situation including personal needs
and resources. When aiming to administer a personalized
treatment regimen, treating physicians are also strongly
recommended to take into consideration the patient’s
remaining survival time. Thus, it is quite important to be able
to judge this time as precisely as possible before assigning
the patient to a specific treatment program. In order to
support physicians in this aspect, many survival scores have
become available during the last decade, mainly for patients
requiring irradiation for metastatic disease (11-17). However,
since many patients irradiated for recurrent carcinoma of the
bladder have a limited prognosis, it appears reasonable to
create a survival score also for this particular group. 

Therefore, this study was conducted aiming to develop
exactly such a tool to support physicians when they aim to
select the optimal treatment program for a patient presenting
with a locally recurrent carcinoma of the bladder.  

Patients and Methods
The data of 30 patients who were treated with conventional
radiotherapy alone or in combination with radio-sensitizing
chemotherapy for locally recurrent carcinoma of the urinary bladder
were analyzed with respect to a possible relation to survival. Sixteen
patients (53%) received conventionally-fractionated radiotherapy with
five times 1.8 Gy per week up to 59.4 Gy and fourteen patients
additional chemotherapy. Pre-treatment factors included in the
survival analyses were age, gender, Karnofsky score (KPS), number
of pack years, grading of the recurrent tumor and time between cancer
diagnosis and radiotherapy of the locally recurrent tumor (Table I). 

Survival analyses were conducted with the Kaplan–Meier
analysis plus the log-rank test. The pre-treatment factors achieving
significance on these analyses (p<0.05) were additionally analyzed
for independent associations with survival with the Cox
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proportional hazards model. Factors that showed at least a trend
(p<0.15) were used for the predictive score. One-year survival
rates of these factors given in percent were divided by 10 (factor
scores). To calculate a patient’s survival score, the factor scores
were summed up. Higher scores were associated with better 1-year
survival rates. 

Results

Two of the evaluated six pre-treatment factors, patient age and
KPS, showed significant relations to survival on univariate
analyses (Table I). On the additional multivariate analysis, the
KPS was also significant (hazard ratio(HR)=3.76, 95%
confidence interval(CI)=1.42-10.42, p=0.008), and age
showed a trend (HR=2.04, 95% CI=0.81-5.41, p=0.13).
Therefore, both factors were used in the scoring tool. 

Based on 1-year survival rates, the scoring points obtained
for age were 3 points (age ≤76 years) and 7 points (age ≥77
years), respectively. And the scoring points for the KPS were
2 points (KPS ≤70) and 7 points (KPS >70), respectively.
Thus, patients’ survival scores were 5, 9, 10 or 14 points. The
corresponding 1-year survival rates were 13%, 25%, 57% and
82%, respectively (p=0.003, Figure 1). Corresponding
median survival times were 6.5 months, 5 months, 18 months
and >80 months (median not reached during the follow-up
period of more than 80 months), respectively. 

Taking into account these survival data, 5 and 9 points were
combined to one prognostic group as their median survivals
were similar. Thus, three prognostic groups were designed,
group A (5-9 points), group B (10 points) and group C (14
points), with 1-year survival rates of 17%, 57% and 82%,
respectively (p=0.001, Figure 2). The corresponding median
survival times were 5.5 months, 18 months and >80 months
(median not reached during follow-up period), respectively. 

Discussion

To be able to provide the best possible treatment program for
an individual patient with recurrent carcinoma of the bladder,
it is crucial to have a precise estimate of the patient’s
remaining lifespan. In patients with a short remaining time,
a long program of treatment and aggressive approaches
should likely be avoided. In patients identified as long-term
survivors, the risk of treatment-related late morbidity gains
importance. When patients are assigned to radiotherapy, this
means that long-term survivors appear better treated with
lower doses per fraction, because the risk of late morbidity
has been reported to be greater with higher doses per
fraction. Moreover, radiotherapy with higher total doses
often results in better outcomes in terms of local disease
control and survival, which has been reported for different
situation such as metastases to the brain (18-20). Therefore,
when aiming to deliver personalized cancer treatment, one
should include the corresponding patient’s survival prognosis

in the decision process. This applies also to patients with a
locally recurrent carcinoma of the bladder. Like for other
cancer types and situations, a scoring tool for estimating the
survival time of the patient to be treated would be beneficial
to aid in decisions regarding treatment personalization. The
present study was conducted to create such a tool. On
multivariate analysis, two pre-treatment factors, age and
KPS, showed a trend or significant association regarding 1-
year survival. Based on these factors, a scoring tool
including three prognostic groups with significantly different
survival rates was prepared. Patients who achieved 5 or 9
points (group A) had the worst 1-year survival probability,
which was only 17%. In these patients, higher-dose longer-
course programs may be overly aggressive and their
administration should be very carefully considered. Patients
of group B (10 points) had an intermediate prognosis.
Longer-course radiotherapy programs with higher total doses
and lower doses per fraction appear reasonable. Group C
patients (14 points) had the most favorable prognosis with a
1-year survival probability of 82%. These patients should
definitively be treated with higher-dose longer-course
programs. The results of radiotherapy of locally recurrent
carcinoma of the bladder may be improved with addition of
concurrent chemotherapy analogous to primary bladder-
preserving treatment (2-4). There is a hope that combinations
of radiotherapy and new systemic treatments may provide
better results (5-7, 21, 22).
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Table I. Univariate survival analyses of the six evaluated pre-treatment
factors. 

                                                                      At 6    At 1   At 2   p-Value
                                                                    months   year   years

Age
    ≤76 Years (N=15)                                      73        67       60
    ≥77 Years (N=15)                                      60        33       13        0.02
Gender
    Female (N=5)                                             80        40       40
    Male (N=25)                                              64        36       27        0.44
Karnofsky score (KPS)
    ≤70 (N=12)                                                42        17        8
    >70 (N=18)                                                83        72       56      <0.001
Number of pack years 
    ≤40 Years (N=24)                                      71        58       42
    >40 Years (N=6)                                        50        17       17        0.26
Grading of the tumor
    Grade 2 (N=4)                                            75        50       50
    Grade 3 (N=26)                                          65        50       35        0.42
Time between cancer diagnosis and 
radiotherapy of locally recurrent tumor
    ≤21 Months (N=15)                                   67        47       40
    ≥22 Months (N=15)                                   67        53       33        0.85

Bold values represent significant p-values.



In conclusion, this scoring tool, which is based on pre-
treatment factors and includes three prognostic groups with
different 1-year survival probabilities, can aid physicians
who are treating patients with locally recurrent carcinoma of
the urinary bladder.
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Figure 1. Kaplan–Meier curves of the different patient scores. Figure 2. Kaplan–Meier curves of the survival groups A (5-9 points), 
B (10 points) and C (14 points). 
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